Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS) mutations result in X-linked thrombocytopenia (XLT), X-linked neutropenia, or classic WAS. [1] [2] [3] Although the genotype-phenotype association is imperfect, most patients manifest some combination of immunodeficiency, autoimmunity, genomic instability, and/or hematologic malignancy. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WASp), which is encoded by the WAS gene, is a multidomain adaptor protein that regulates actin polymerization in the cytoplasm 9 and RNA polymerase II (RNAP2)-dependent transcription in the nuclei of cells of the hematolymphoid lineage. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] WASp-deficient CD4 1 T H cells show decreased expression of T H 1 genes in T H 1 cells 10 and follicular T H cells. 15 WASp is also required for transcriptional activation of the CD19 gene in human B cells, 16 and nuclear WASp partakes in murine T-cell development. 17 WASp in human myeloid cells 18 and multiple other WASp family proteins (Wave1 and WASH) in different organisms [19] [20] [21] [22] also support nuclear functions or modulate transcription. By modulating the activity of chromatin-remodeling complexes of the switch/sucrose nonfermentable family, human WASp influences promoter ''readiness'' and gene activation. 12 Murine WASH modulates chromatin activity of nucleosome-remodeling-factor (NURF) at the c-Myc promoter, 20 and drosophila Wash influences global nuclear organization by influencing chromatin configuration. 21 Yeast-Las17, a homolog of human WASp, is part of the nucleolar rDNA-bound proteins involved in maintaining nucleolar integrity. 23 Xenopus Wave1, like human WASp, facilitates RNAP2 transcription. 19 Accordingly, multiple pieces of evidence link WASp family proteins, which are well known for their actin-polymerizing function, to nuclear/transcriptional functions in both higher and lower organisms. As such, the transcriptional function of human WASp and xenopus Wave1 is uncoupled from its actin-polymerizing function, 11, 19 and identification of the nuclear-localizing sequence and nuclear export sequence has allowed linking nuclear WASp but not cytoplasmic WASp with transcriptional activities. 11 Together, these findings underscore the evolutionary pressure to preserve the nuclear/transcriptional role or roles of WASp family proteins across different species and for human subjects to propose WAS as a disease of dysregulated transcription.
Regulated transcription is a multistep process that includes safeguarding the newly synthesized pre-mRNA (intron-containing) strand. Because DNA/RNA association is thermodynamically more stable compared with DNA/DNA association, 24 such nascent RNA transiently hybridize to its template single-strand DNA, inducing formation of R-loops, a 3-stranded nucleic acid structure consisting of RNA/DNA duplex, and a displaced nontemplate single-strand DNA. 25 R-loops normally occur across the genome, covering up to 5% of the human genome, 26 where they function in gene transcription, immunoglobulin class-switching, DNA replication, and DNA repair. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] R-loops form at both the 59 transcription start site (promoter) and 39 transcription termination site (terminator) of a transcribing gene, 31, 32 where they are involved in chromatin remodeling. 33 These functions represent the physiologic roles of R-loops in transcription initiation and elongation. Conversely, unresolved or aberrant R-loops can retard elongation efficiency 34, 35 and are detrimental to the genome by invoking activation of transcription-coupled nucleotide excision repair factors that cleave R-loops to generate DNA single-strand breaks, double-strand breaks (DSBs), or both, which disrupt transcription. [36] [37] [38] Accordingly, R-loops both activate and repress transcription and hence can be either beneficial or detrimental.
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ChIP To mitigate detrimental effects, cells use multiple R-loopmodulating factors to restrict aberrant R-loops. These are RNaseH1/H2 (degrade RNA moiety of RNA:DNA duplex), 44, 45 Aquarius and Senataxin (RNA/DNA-helicases), 46, 47 THO complex and serine/arginine-rich protein-specific factor 1 (messenger ribonucleoprotein biogenesis factors), 35, [48] [49] [50] and topoisomerases (TOPs; resolve DNA supercoiling). 51, 52 As such, TOP1 curbs R-loops by both relieving negative DNA supercoils and facilitating mRNA splicing. 53, 54 These factors are central to preventing R-loop-linked genome instability because their loss/dysfunction results in human diseases, including cancer. [55] [56] [57] Previously, we demonstrated that in WASp-deficient T H 1 cells decreased mRNA levels of IFNG, a signature T H 1 cytokine, accompany reduction in chromatin enrichment of serine 2-phosphorylated C-terminal domain of RNAP2 (S2P; a mark of transcription elongation) but not of the serine 5-phosphorylated C-terminal domain of RNAP2 (S5P; a mark of transcription initiation) in its gene body. 12 Because the serine 2 unphosphorylated C-terminal domain of RNAP2 (S2unP) could still produce unspliced (intron-retaining [IR 1 ]) short transcripts through nonproductive elongation, 58 and because such IR 1 transcripts could potentially reanneal to their template DNA strand, 59, 60 we tested the possibility that WASp deficiency might trigger the formation of aberrant R-loops at actively transcribing genes in T cells.
In this study we demonstrate a link between WASp deficiency, R-loop accumulation, and DNA damage, defects that are more pronounced in T H 1 cells relative to T H 2 cells, which we propose contribute to the development of an aspect of WAS symptomatology. Furthermore, our data of R-loop imbalance rationalize the associated but less severe disorder XLT, which is also caused by WAS mutations. [4] [5] [6] 11, 61 NIH001-WT and NIH002-WAS were immortalized by using human T-cell lymphotropic virus type 1 (gift from Dr Fabio Candotti). 10 Patients' samples were collected under the guidelines of the institutional review board.
METHODS
NIH002-WAS was stably transfected to express either Flag/Myc dual-tagged wild-type WASp (hereafter WT-WASp) or different disease-causing WASp mutants, as previously described. [11] [12] [13] T cells were polarized into T H 1 or T H 2 cells by using the Human Th1-or Th2-Differentiation Kit from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, Minn). Primary, nonimmortalized, and patient-derived T H cells (P1-P6) were propagated for multiple weeks in vitro in IL-2-containing culture by adding irradiated and unrelated donor PBMCs (1 3 10 6 /mL) and JY, an EBV-immortalized B-lymphoblastoid cell line (0.1 3 10 6 /mL), and stimulating with PHA (1 mg/mL). For RNaseH1 expression, pEGFP-M27-RNaseH1 plasmid lacking a mitochondrial localization sequence but containing a nuclear localization sequence or its vector-only plasmid (gift from Dr Robert Crouch) was transfected into T H 1 cells by using the Amaxa Nucleofector (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland). RNaseH1-expressing T H 1 cells were enriched by means of fluorescence-activated cell sorting of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) 
Coimmunoprecipitation and mass spectrometry
Coimmunoprecipitation and western blotting were performed, as described previously, [10] [11] [12] [13] by using commercial reagents shown in Table E1 in this article's Online Repository at www.jacionline.org. Multiple mass spectrometric (MS) assays on immunoprecipitated WASp-enriched protein complexes were performed after pretreating normal donor primary T-cell samples with micrococcal nuclease (MNase), 11 the latter known to mitigate false-positive protein-protein interaction by cleaving single-and double-stranded DNA and RNA. 63 
Confocal microscopy and flow cytometry
Immunofluorescence imaging was performed by using the Zeiss LSM710 integrated with Zen software (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), and z-stack images we acquired at a 0.3 mm step size at 363 magnification for analyses, as described previously. 10, 64 Fiji image J analysis software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md) was used for all quantifications. Automated counting of S9. 6 1 foci/nucleus (nucleoplasm plus nucleolus) was performed by using the ''particle analysis'' function of ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health), isolating the analyses to 49-6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride-stained regions. Signal saturation of gH2A.X in the nucleus was calculated by using the 3D-Object Counter and Coloc-2 functions of ImageJ software. Intracellular staining of proteins for flow was performed, as described previously.
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DNA-RNA immunoprecipitation, chromatin immunoprecipitation-quantitative PCR, and RT-PCR Modified DNA-RNA immunoprecipitation (DRIP) was performed, as described previously. 65 Briefly, total nucleic acid isolated from T H 1 cells was sonicated to a size of 400 to 500 bp and pretreated with RNaseI to clear contaminating single-stranded RNA. Three micrograms of eluted sample after phenol/chloroform extraction was incubated for 15 hours with S9.6 antibody, and immunoprecipitated RNA/DNA hybrids were used in PCR assays. All single chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP; 1-round) and Re-ChIP (sequential 2-rounds of ChIP) assays were performed with MNase-digested chromatin, as previously described. [10] [11] [12] [13] ChIP grade and their isotypeimmunoglobulin antibodies used to pull down DNA/protein complexes are shown in Table E1 . Nonspecific signals obtained with control IgG-ChIP were subtracted from those obtained in test samples. RT-PCR assays, including quantitative PCR (qPCR) analyses on the RT 2 Profiler PCR Array
Human NF-kB-Signaling-Pathway-Plus (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) were performed, as described previously.
Pre-mRNA estimation
Pre-mRNA was enriched with the Click-iT Nascent RNA Capture Kit (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, Mass). Briefly, 10 3 10 6 cells were cultured with 5-ethynyluridine (EU) for 0.5 hours or 1 hour. RNA (1 mg/mL) was biotinylated with 10 mmol/L biotin azide, 50 mL of Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin T1 magnetic beads, and the 5-EU-labeled RNA was used for qPCR assays (see Table E2 in this article's Online Repository at www.jacionline.org for primer/probe sequences).
Neutral comet assay
Cells (2.5 3 10 5 /mL) mixed with 50 mL of 1% low gelling agarose (Sigma, St Louis, Mo) were pipetted onto CometSlide (Trevigen, Gaithersburg, Md) and placed in the Sub-Cell GT Agarose Gel Electrophoresis System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, Calif) for 45 minutes at 30 V in neutral electrophoresis buffer. 66 Slides were stained with SYBR-Gold dye (Thermo Fisher), and z-stack images were acquired with a Zeiss confocal microscope. Comet images were analyzed for tail-moment statistics by using OpenComet software.
RESULTS
WASp deficiency triggers R-loop accumulation in human T H 1 cells
Using S9.6 antibody (which monitors RNA:DNA hybrids), we quantitated nuclear R-loops in the NIH002-WAS T H cell line (derived from a patient with WAS) and in 3 isogenic pairs of T H lines (derived from donors), each either expressing or lacking WASp: (1) NIH001-WT and NIH001-WKO, (2) ND8-scrambled KD and ND8-shRNA WKD, and (3) Jurkat-WT and Jurkat-WKO (see Figs E1 and E2 in this article's Online Repository at www.jacionline.org for phenotypic characteristics and WASp depletion, respectively). T H 1 cell activation triggered high R-loops (S9. 6 1 foci) in NIH002-WAS and all 3 WASp-deficient T H lines (NIH001-WKO, ND8-WKD, and Jurkat-WKO cells) relative to their WT control pairs captured at a single-cell level by using confocal microscopy (Fig 1, A and B) and at the population level by using flow cytometry (Fig 1, C) . Overexpression of enhanced GFP-tagged RNaseH1 (an endoribonuclease that degrades RNA in an RNA/DNA hybrid) into NIH001-WKO cells (see Fig E3 in this article's Online Repository at www.jacionline. org for efficiency of RNaseH1 transfection) decreased the number of S9.6 1 foci/nucleus, which establishes S9.6 1 foci as representing authentic RNA/DNA hybrids. Moreover, treating NIH001-WKO cells with DRB or a-amanitin, both inhibitors of RNAP2-driven transcription, also decreased the number of S9.6
1 foci (Fig 1, A and B) . Disrupting the F-actin assembly in normal (NIH001-WT) T H 1 cells by using cytochalasin-D or latrunculin-B (Fig 1, D) or stalling transcription-elongation by using DRB (see Fig E4 in this article's Online Repository at www.jacionline.org) did not provoke increased R-loop accumulation. The latter suggests that perturbing elongation alone is insufficient to trigger R-loops in human T H 1 cells when WT-WASp is present. Interestingly, T H 2 skewing did not increase the number of S9. 6 1 foci in ND8-WKD cells relative to ND8-WT cells but did increase in NIH001-WKO cells relative to NIH001-WT cells (see Fig E5, A, in this article's Online Repository at www.jacionline.org). However, the number and size of S9.6
1 foci were significantly lower in NIH001-WKO T H 2 cells compared with NIH001-WKO T H 1 cells (see Fig E5,  B) . Together, these findings demonstrate that R-loops accumulate to a greater degree in WASp-deficient T H 1 cells compared with WASp-deficient T H 2 cells.
To clarify the consequences of R-loops on T H 1 cell differentiation at the chromatin level, we next mapped R-loop frequency in the presence or absence of WASp on a subset of T H 1 network genes (IFNG, TBX21, RUNX3, IL12RB2, and TLR1). Using ChIP-qPCR, we first showed that endogenous WASp is recruited to multiple regions of the IFNG locus (Fig 1, E) in NIH001-WT cells, where its enrichment increases toward the 39 region of the gene (Fig 1,  F) , as shown previously by using the ChIP-on-chip approach. 10 This WASp-binding profile coincides with a similar 39-biased accumulation of multiple other transcription factors. 68, 69 Using S9.6 antibody in DRIP-qPCR, we showed in NIH001-WT T H 1 cells that R-loops formed at a low level on the IFNG locus, where the R-loop enrichment, like that of WASp, also increased toward the 39 region of the gene Shown are actual Mann-Whitney P values that compare all data points for the entire IFNG locus in one condition relative to other. Note: In this study SNRPN is used as a positive control for R-loops, as previously described (primer coordinates, chromosome 15: 25223714-2522381 in the SNRPN mRNA sequence, regions 1-2). 32 In another study an upstream region of the SNRPN-SNURF locus (chromosome 15: 25132924-25132943 but not in the SNRPN mRNA sequence) was used as a negative control for R loops. 67 = J ALLERGY CLIN IMMUNOL VOLUME 142, NUMBER 1 SARKAR ET AL 223 (Fig 1, G) . This DRIP profile is consistent with the physiologic role of R-loops in transcription elongation/termination of actively transcribing genes. 27, 31 By contrast, R-loops accumulated at a high level in NIH002-WAS T H 1 cells, which were normalized on transfecting either WT-WASp or RNaseH1 (Fig 1, H and I ) or treating with a-amanitin (Fig 1, J) ; the latter established S9.6 DRIP signals as representing cotranscriptional RNA/DNA hybrids. High R-loop accumulation was also captured at the 39 ends of multiple other T H 1 genes in NIH002-WAS cells relative to NIH001-WT cells (Fig 1, K) . Notably, increased R-loops are not observed in T H 1 cells at the 39 ends of IL5 (a T H 2 gene), IL10 (a Treg gene), FOXP3 (a Treg gene), IL17A (a T H 17 gene), or ZNF544 (an R-loopresistant locus; Fig 1, K) .
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WASp deficiency provokes R-loop-linked DNA damage in T H 1 cells
Because unresolved R-loops cause DSBs, 36, 40 we investigated the effect of increased R-loops on genomic stability in WASp-deficient T H 1 and T H 2 cells. Using confocal microscopy and flow cytometry, we first quantified the signal saturation of gH2A.X(pSer139)
1 foci as a surrogate of DNA damage induction. 70 This showed a significantly higher gH2A.X signal saturation in both NIH002-WAS and NIH001-WKO T H 1 cells relative to NIH001-WT T H 1 cells by confocal imaging (Fig 2, A and B) and flow cytometry (Fig 2, C) . Notably, overexpressing RNaseH1 cells into the NIH001-WKO T H 1 line and treating with DRB (or a-amanitin) both significantly decreased gH2A.X signal saturation (Fig 2, A and B) , as did transfecting WT WASp into NIH002-WAS T H 1 cells (Fig 2, C) . Furthermore, the neutral comet assay, which reports on DSBs, 66 showed that DSBs accumulated at a higher frequency in all 3 WASp-deficient T H 1 lines (NIH001-WKO, ND8-WKD, and Jurkat-WKO cells) relative to their WT counterparts (Fig 2, D) , and the DSB load is significantly reduced on degrading R-loops (by RNaseH1) or inhibiting transcription (by DRB ; Fig 2, E) . Notably, like R-loops, the DSB load (tail-moment value) is also significantly greater in WASp-deficient T H 1 cells compared with that in WASp-deficient T H 2 cells (see Fig E5, A) .
We next investigated whether DNA damage occurs on T H 1 genes at or around the site or sites of R-loop formation. Using ChIP-qPCR, we showed that gH2A.X enrichment at IFNG is significantly greater in NIH002-WAS relative to NIH001-WT T H 1 cells (Fig 2, F, left) . At the 39 region of IFNG, approximately 80% of histone-H2A is gH2A.X modified in NIH002-WAS, which upon re-expressing WT-WASp is normalized to approximately 20% (Fig 2, F, right) . Moreover, Re-ChIP assays (2 rounds of ChIPs: first ChIP with gH2A.X antibody followed by second ChIP with DNA-PKcs antibody) showed that gH2A.X and DNA-PKcs (targets DNA breaks) 71 coenriched at a higher frequency at the same 39 regions of multiple T H 1 network genes in NIH002-WAS relative to NIH001-WT T H 1 cells (Fig 2, G) , which is normalized by transfecting WT-WASp (Fig 2, F) or RNaseH1 (Fig 2, H) . Interestingly, transfecting NIH002-WAS T H 1 cells with a nuclear export sequence deleted WASp mutant (which results in nucleus-only WASp re-expression) 11 reduced both R-loop and gH2A.X load, whereas transfecting a nuclear-localizing sequence deleted WASp mutant (which results in cytosol-only WASp re-expression) 11 (Fig 3, A) .
10-13 Because R-loops are cotranscriptional products, these findings, although counterintuitive, suggest that ongoing nascent transcription must be occurring at these T H 1 genes to fuel R-loop formation. To test this possibility, we used the nonradioactive Click-iT assay, in which T H 1 cells were labeled with EU for 30 minutes and 1 hour (Fig 3, B) . Using multiple qPCR primer pairs covering all intron-exon boundaries of IFNG, TBX21 (T H 1 genes), IL13 (a T H 2 gene), and TUBA1A (a control gene), we show a multifold increase in expression of pre-mRNA transcripts of IFNG and TBX21 in NIH001-WKO relative to NIH001-WT T H 1 cells (Fig 3, B) . In contrast, there was a multifold decrease in the expression of mature, processed mRNA transcripts (reported by primers covering coding exons) of IFNG and TBX21, but not TUBA1B or IL13, in the same RNA samples (Fig 3, A) .
Because transcriptional defects that generate intron-retaining pre-mRNAs also result in decreased levels of mature mRNA, the latter through its degradation in the nonsense-mediated decay pathway, 72 we asked whether WASp deficiency triggers accumulation of pre-mRNA transcripts containing whole introns. Intron retention was assayed by using both RT-qPCR and semiquantitative RT-PCR to monitor the relative abundance of ) . B, Box-and-whisker plots display gH2A.X signal saturation/nucleus in 3-dimensional images of the cell (n 5 100-120 cells). *P 5 .01 and ****P < .0001, Mann-Whitney test. C, Flow cytometry. Plot showing mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) values for gH2A.X, H2A.Z, and total H2A (control) immunofluorescence in the indicated T cells/conditions. Tx, Transfected; unTx, untransfected. D and E, Neutral comet assay. Representative images of comet tails in indicated pairs of T H line/T H primary cells. RNH1 or vector labels indicate T H cells transfected with RNaseH1 or its control vector. DRB or dmso labels indicate T H cells treated in vitro with DRB or its vehicle control dmso. Tail-moment statistics are displayed in box-and-whisker plots (n 5 100-150 cells from 3 independent experiments for each condition). *P 5 .01, **P < .001, and ****P < .0001, Mann-Whitney test. F, ChIP-qPCR. Left, gH2A.X enrichment at the IFNG locus in indicated T H 1 lines. Right, Relative abundance of gH2A.Xmodified histone H2A at the 39 end of IFNG (point 9; Fig 1, E) . G, Re-ChIP assay. In 2 sequential rounds of ChIPs (first ChIP: gH2A.X or IgG and second ChIP: DNA-PKcs), coenrichment profiles of gH2A.X and DNAPKcs at the same 39 ends of indicated genes in indicated T H 1 lines. H, ChIP and DRIP-qPCR profiles of the indicated factors at the 39 end (point 9) of the IFNG locus in indicated T H 1 cell lines transfected with RNaseH1-enhanced GFP (RNH1 tx.) or its empty vector (vector tx.). Data in Fig 2, F-H , are a mean 1 SEM of 3 experiments; actual P values were determined by using the Mann-Whitney test. = J ALLERGY CLIN IMMUNOL VOLUME 142, NUMBER 1 SARKAR ET AL 225 unspliced versus spliced transcripts of IFNG, TBX21, IL13, and TUBA1B in 1-hour EU-labeled total RNA from NIH001-WKO and NIH001-WT T H 1 cells. MaxENT-scores (maximum entropy splicing strength) were calculated for 59 donor and 39 acceptor splice sites, 73 and an intron associated with high splice-site strength (ie, one that would be readily spliced out cotranscriptionally) was selected. Accordingly, intron 2 of IFNG (MaxEnt 59, 9.85; 39, 8.68), intron 4 of TBX21 (59, 8.41; 39, 10.5), intron 2 of TUBA1B (59, 9.27; 39, 13.06), and intron 2 of IL13 (59, 9.33; 39, 9.88) were analyzed. We found a multifold increase in the frequency of intron-retained pre-mRNA transcripts (EU-labeled, 1 hour) with a high unspliced/spliced transcript ratio for IFNG and TBX21 in NIH001-WKO relative to NIH001-WT T H 1 cells (Fig 3, C-E) . , and a control gene (TUBA1G) and is displayed as fold change in WASp-deficient (WKO) relative to WASp-sufficient (WT) T H 1-skewed lines (NIH001, isogenic pair). For IL13, only 1 exon-exon junction was tested. B, Top, EU-labeling steps that yield EU total RNA and EU-immunopurified RNA after 0.5 hours and 1 hour of EU labeling. Bottom, expression of unprocessed (unspliced and intron-retained) pre-mRNA transcripts was quantified in both EU-total and EUimmunopurified RNA samples by generating multiple RT-qPCR primers that encompassed indicated intron-exon boundaries of indicated genes. Bar graphs depict mRNA fold change in WKO T H 1 cells relative to WT T H 1 cells (NIH001, isogenic pair) after normalizing to their respective GAPDH mRNA levels. For foldchange calculations, mRNA values obtained in WT were normalized as 1.0. Displayed values are means 1 SDs (n 5 3 biological replicates, each with their separate new EU labeling). C and D, Intron retention assayed by using RT-qPCR (Fig 3, C) and semiquantitative RT-PCR (Fig 3, D) for indicated introns displaying high splice strengths (59 acceptor and 39 donor MaxEnt-scores) in WT and WKO T H 1 line pairs. Displayed values are means 1 SDs are shown (n 5 3). In Fig 3, D , the relative abundance of unspliced (U) over spliced (S) transcripts was calculated by using gel densitometry (n 5 3 independent experiments). Note: Bar graphs display the abundance of ''unspliced'' mRNA for IFNG and TBX21 and ''spliced'' mRNA for IL13 and TUBA1B. E, Nucleotide sequences of the RT-PCR products aligned to the indicated genomic sequences (genomic DNA). Yellow shading denotes aligned sequences.
= J ALLERGY CLIN IMMUNOL VOLUME 142, NUMBER 1 In contrast, TUBA1B and IL13 mRNA transcripts were fully spliced equally in NIH001-WKO and NIH001-WT T H 1 cells, indicating that the splicing defect associated with WASp deficiency is gene specific. Together, the data demonstrate that transcription, although nonproductive of mature mRNA, is still ongoing at these T H 1 genes, even when WASp is absent, and that WASp plays a yet to be defined role in pre-mRNA splicing.
WASp deficiency favors accumulation of Ser2-unphosphorylated RNAP2 complexes at IFNG in T H 1 cells
To further define the nature of transcriptional dysfunction provoked by WASp deficiency, we investigated the relationship between R-loops and RNAP2. Using ChIP-qPCR, we showed decreased accumulation of Ser2-modified RNAP2 (elongating S2P) in the gene body and at the 39 region of IFNG, despite normal accumulation of Ser5-modified RNAP2 (initiating S5P) at its 59 region in NIH002-WAS compared with NIH001-WT T H 1 cells (Fig 4, A) , which verifies our previous findings. 12 Decreased S2P occupancy was captured also at the 39 regions of multiple other T H 1 genes, but not at GAPDH, in the NIH002-WAS T H 1 cell line, in which re-expressing WT-WASp was sufficient to correct the S2P defect (Fig 4, B and C) .
Because R-loops could destabilize or remodel RNAP2 complexes, 34, [74] [75] [76] [77] we investigated whether decreased S2P occupancy is due to decreased occupancy of total RNAP2 (ie, destabilized) or ectopic accumulation of Ser2-unphosphorylated (S2unP) RNAP2 (ie, remodeled). ChIP-qPCR using the pan-RNAP2 antibody showed that total RNAP2 occupancy was high (not low) at the IFNG locus (Fig 4, A) . Accordingly, WASp deficiency provokes increased chromatin accumulation of S2unP complexes (Fig 4, D) . Notably, RNaseH1 overexpression into NIH002-WAS T H 1 cells resulted in an approximately 4.5-fold increase in S2P occupancy over its untransfected control (Fig 4, E) . = suppressing R-loops offered partial S2P rescue, we postulate that loss of WASp impairs S2P modification by altering multiple mechanisms, at least one of which is linked to R-loop accumulation.
WASp deficiency disrupts TOP1 accumulation at T H 1 genes
Because TOP1 recruitment to RNAP2 requires S2P modification, 75 it is possible that S2P deficiency would disrupt TOP1 occupancy at T H 1 genes, which could then provoke R-loop accumulation in WAS T H 1 cells. To test this possibility, we queried our laser-capture tandem MS data set of WASp interactors generated previously from human T H 1 cells.
11 These MNase-treated, immunoprecipitation-based MS assays captured polypeptides of DNA-TOP1, DNA-TOP2A, and DNA-TOP2B from the nuclear-WASp complexes (Fig 5, A , and see Table E3 in this article's Online Repository at www.jacionline.org), 11 whereas control IgG-IP/MS did not recover TOP peptides. The physiologic association between WASp and TOP1 was verified by means of coimmunoprecipitation/Western blotting (Fig 5, B) and MNase-treated Re-ChIP (first ChIP; TOP1 / second ChIP: WASp), which showed WASp-TOP1 complexes to coenrich at 39 regions of multiple T H 1 genes in NIH001-WT T H 1 cells (Fig 5, C) . In contrast, WASp deficiency provoked a significant decrease in TOP1 occupancy contemporaneously with increased R-loops in the gene body and at the 39 region of T H 1 genes in the NIH002-WAS T H 1 cell line, both of which (TOP1 and R-loops) were normalized by re-expressing WT-WASp (Fig 5, D and E) . We conclude that WASp plays an essential role, either directly or indirectly, in modulating TOP1 occupancy at certain T H 1 genes, which we propose contributes to R-loop formation in WASp-deficient T H 1 cells.
Suppressing R-loops normalizes mRNA levels of nuclear factor kB response genes in WASp-deficient T H 
cells
We showed previously 12, 13 and verified here that WASp deficiency causes widespread decreases in steady-state mRNA expression of multiple nuclear factor kB (NF-kB) response genes in the NIH002-WAS T H 1 line (Fig 6, A , and see Table E4 in this article's Online Repository at www.jacionline.org). In contrast, expression of CSF2 and TNFAIP2, both of which are proinflammatory cytokines, was increased. (Fig 6, A and B) . To show a direct connection between R-loops and cell function, we downmodulated R-loops in NIH002-WAS T H 1 cells by using RNaseH1 overexpression, which resulted in normalization of mRNA levels (eg, [IFNG, STAT1, TBX21, and IL12RB2 and YCSF2 and TNFAIP2; Fig 6) . These results imply that the level of S2P upregulation (approximately 4.5-fold) afforded by RNaseH1-mediated R-loop suppression (Fig 4, E) is sufficient to restore T H 1 cell functionality, at least of the immune function genes examined. How RNaseH1-mediated R-loop suppression decreases mRNA levels in CSF2 and TNFAIP2 in WASpdeficient T H 1 cells is unclear, but we speculate that by decreasing R-loop-mediated DSBs, expression of proinflammatory genes known to be pathologically increased by chronic DNA damage response (DDR) activation 78, 79 will also be suppressed.
R-loop-mediated DNA damage correlates with disease severity scores in the XLT/WAS clinical spectrum Finally, we asked whether the R-loop defect in T H 1 cells uncovered here correlates with the disease severity scores of XLT/WAS. [4] [5] [6] 61, 80 In a reconstitution study with engineered WASp mutants, we showed that certain pathogenic mutations (eg, T45M and V75M) that clinically present initially as XLT but that might evolve into classic WAS with a score of 5 in the same patient (Fig 7, A) 4-6,80 triggered R-loop accumulation and inscribed chromatin marks of DNA breaks at the IFNG locus but not at non-T H 1 gene loci in the NIH002-WAS T H 1 cell line stably transfected with these pathogenic mutants (Fig 7, Table E4 for actual values. IFNG is at C-03 and STAT1 at E-03 in the heat map grid layout, and both become upregulated, whereas CSF2 (GM-CSF) is at B05 and TNFAIP2 is at G-11; both proinflammatory cytokine genes become downregulated in WASp Fig 7, D-F) . Together, the findings in primary T H cells (Fig 7, D) and T H cell lines (Figs 1, 2 , and 7, A) support the conclusion that the degree of R-loop-linked DNA damage in T H 1 cells correlates with the disease severity scores of XLT-WAS for the pathogenic mutations tested.
DISCUSSION
Our study uncovers R-loop-mediated genomic instability as a new molecular defect in T H 1 cells in patients with WAS, in which the magnitude of defect correlates with clinical severity scores in the XLT-WAS disease spectrum. Accumulation of S2unP-RNAP2, decreased TOP1 chromatin enrichment, and increased generation of unspliced pre-mRNA transcripts together manifest in increased R-loops, DNA-DSBs, and mature mRNA deficiency in a subset of T H 1 genes. These aberrations manifest to a greater degree in WASp-deficient T H 1 cells compared with WASp-deficient T H 2 cells, which might explain the observed T H 1/T H 2 imbalance 10, 81 contributing to eczema, hyper-IgE, and other autoimmune/atopic clinical features of WAS. [4] [5] [6] Based on our findings, we propose a model (Fig 8) 12, [51] [52] [53] [54] 58, 59, 75, 78, 79, 82 in which the ''platform'' function of multidomain WASp enables targeting of TOP1 and cyclin-dependent kinase 9 to transcriptionally active T H 1 genes, and together with a similar ''platform'' function described for tudor domain containing 3 (TDRD3) and breast cancer susceptibility proteins 1 and 2 in restricting R-loops, [83] [84] [85] these observations support adaptor signaling as a means to focally concentrate anti-R-loop enzymology to transcribing and replicating DNA. Accordingly, by providing new mechanistic clarification of how nuclear WASp influences gene transcription, this and previous studies together consolidate the idea that WAS is also a disease of dysregulated transcription. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 64, 81 R-loops and S2P deficiency: Cause or consequence of WAS T H 1 cell pathology? R-loop-centric model (R-loop is a primary defect). This model proposes that WASp deficiency disrupts chromatin recruitment/retention of anti-R-loop factors (eg, TOP1) as a primary defect. Because TOP1 chromatin recruitment is regulated by switch/sucrose nonfermentable activity and H3K4me3, 86 both of which we show are deficient in WAS T H 1 cells, 10, 12 the model proposes that the TOP1 defect could also arise from these chromatin/epigenetic aberrations. Because the TOP1 defect impedes elongation and/or splicing, [51] [52] [53] 87 with the latter causing accumulation of IR 1 pre-mRNA, this could further fuel R-loop formation (Fig 8) , as shown recently in patients with spinal muscular atrophy. 60 Loss of yeast TOP1 also results in accumulation of pre-rDNA transcripts, R-loops, and impeded RNAP1 transcription. 51 Nonetheless, whether aberrant R-loops are a cause or consequence of the splicing defect in T H cells from patients with WAS remains an open question. S2P-centric model (S2unP is the primary defect). Our findings of increased accumulation of S2unP complexes support this alternative model, which offers an additional benefit of explaining a 39-biased gradient for excessive R-loop formation (Fig 8) . Our results in WASp-deficient T H 1 cells demonstrating impaired chromatin recruitment/retention of the S2P kinase cyclin-dependent kinase 9 12 and TOP1, the latter essential also for S2P-modification by BRD4, 75 support this model. Given NF-kB's role in S2P elongation, 58 a defect in NF-kB activity seen in WASp-deficient lymphocytes 13, 64 could also contribute to S2P deficiency. It is also possible that WASp exerts parallel and independent effects on both phenomena (R-loop and S2P models). Therefore, clarifying whether R-loops are a cause or consequence of defective S2P elongation, which defect is a primary and disease-driving aberration in patients with WAS, and how global these aberrations are in WAS T H cell genomes (eg, T H 1 and T H 2) will offer better definition of the role played by WASp in transcriptional R-loop metabolism. Similarly, because the WASp defect renders T H 1 gene promoters inactive, 10, [12] [13] [14] it is currently unknown whether abnormal gene-body R-loops induce epigenetic silencing of the 59 promoter 88 or an abnormal 59 promoter chromatin status induces gene-body Rloops, 33 however, clarification of these possibilities in WAS lymphocytes would provide the basis for modulating specific chromatinsignaling pathway with potential therapeutic implications.
R-loops as a potential metric to monitor disease severity in the XLT-WAS clinical spectrum Of immediate clinical relevance are our findings that WAS mutations that cause classic WAS associate with high R-loops and (n 5 3) . D, The table shows genotype-phenotype characteristics of pathogenic mutations in patients from whom primary T H cells (P1-P6) and a T H cell line (P7), as well as T H cells from normal donors (ND1, ND3, and ND8) were generated. 10 ,61 E, A representative confocal image (a collapsed composite of multiple z-stack planes) for each patient and donor T-cell sample shows their respective R-loop load (S9. 6 1 foci) and DSB load (gH2A.X and neutral comet assay). F, Box-and-whisker plots (whisker at 10% to 90%) calculated on z-stacks (n 5 20-30 stacks/cell) from 120 to 190 cells (exception: n 5 33 cells analyzed for patient P2 because of small sample volume) for indicated readouts. S9.6 1 foci, gH2A.X signal saturation in the nucleus, and comet tail moment were processed and quantified with ImageJ 2.0 and Prism7 programs. Entire multicell images were optimized equally by using Adobe Photoshop to reduce any background fluorescence (signal noise). *P 5 .01, **P < .001, ***P < .0001, and ****P < .0001, 2-tailed nonparametric Mann-Whitney test. ns, Nonsignificant (P > .1).
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DSBs, whereas mutations that cause XLT do not, at least for mutations/patient samples tested. Interestingly, for V75M, which has been reported to cause XLT or WAS in different patients and in the same patient is reported to evolve from XLT to WAS, R-loop profiles are instructive. Specifically, the WAS null T H 1 cell line (NIH002-WAS) stably transfected with the engineered V75M-WASp mutant shows high R-loop/DSB burden, whereas primary T H 1 cells from a patient with the V75M mutation obtained at the time of mild disease (score 1) show low R-loop/DSB burden. Such contrasting findings propose that for the same pathogenic mutations, R-loop-mediated genomic instability can be modulated by patient's genetic makeup and/or clinical context, 2 disease modifiers that are challenging to test in any inbred, isogenic mouse model of WAS, which underscores the necessity to conduct experimental studies directly in patient samples. Accordingly, serial monitoring of R-loop/DSBs at different time points in the same patient is likely to be more informative about disease scores in the XLT/WAS spectrum, especially because some patients with XLT are known to evolve into a serious WAS phenotype during their lifetimes. [4] [5] [6] Identification of R-loops as a potential biomarker of disease severity may be of clinical value because complete loss of WASp does not always correlate with severe WAS phenotypes. [4] [5] [6] 80 Nonetheless, reproducing the R-loop:disease score correlation identified here in 10 pathogenic mutations in a larger number of mutations is required to bolster the diagnostic/prognostic value of monitoring R-loops in the XLT/WAS spectrum. Certainly we do not favor the idea that all aspects of WAS complications can be explained by the cell-autonomous consequences of R-loops in T H cells alone. We anticipate the T H cell-specific DNA damage to have systemic consequences, including provoking autoimmunity/ autoinflammation as a non-cell autonomous response to chronic DNA damage. FIG 8 . Model proposing WASp effect on proteins and pathways that modulate R-loop balance. Events in the blue box denote our previously published finding. 12 Events in yellow boxes denote our findings of this study. Unboxed events denote predicted consequences of our results. Bold black arrows connect the proposed mechanistic pathway for the observed signaling outcomes based on our findings of this study. Hatched grey arrows indicate putative consequences of our findings on other related pathways not tested in this study but predicted from published results in other systems. Model: Loss of WASp disrupts chromatin occupancy of cyclin-dependent kinase 9 (CDK9) 12 and TOP1. CDK9 deficiency contributes to impaired S2P modification, with the latter further compromising TOP1 recruitment to RNAP2.
75 S2P-deficient (S2unP) RNAP2 can still generate short unprocessed mRNA transcripts, 58 which could fuel R-loop formation. The TOP1 defect will also contribute to R-loop formation through its effects on both DNA supercoiling and splicing factors.
51-54 R-loops are known to incite DNA damage, which, through ATM-mediated spliceosome displacement, 59 could further fuel R-loop formation. R-loop-mediated DDR signaling activates S2P phosphatases, such as protein phosphatase 1, 82 which will dephosphorylate S2P contained within the elongation complex in the gene body. Together, a feed-forward causative loop of either R-loops / elongation defect / R-loops (R-loop model) or elongation defect / R-loops / elongation defect (S2P model) will develop in WASp-deficient T H 1 cells, resulting in R-loop-mediated DSBs. DSBs will elicit chronic DDR, the latter known to perturb the global transcription programs of the affected cell, including provoking proinflammation, 78, 79 which we propose contributes to immunodeficiency and autoimmunity/ autoinflammation in both a cell-autonomous and non-cell-autonomous fashion.
